remarks in these journals, that I am an advocate of the practice of filling teeth with amalgams. This is an honor to which I have not the slightest claim whatever?and I must therefore leave it entirely to the enjoyment of those who are justly entitled to it. The fact is well known to Dear Sir:?In compliance with your request, I send a brief description of the lathe which you received a few days since?though, without a drawing and figures of reference, scarcely any idea can be conveyed of its form and appearance. The arbor upon which the grinding-stones are mounted has firmly placed upon it a heavy fly wheel, revolving between two columns, so constructed that any wearing of the centre or boxes may immediately be remedied by starting the set-screws attached to each. To one column is appended the crank and driving wheel, which, together with its pinion, is made with diagonal leaves, (technically, spiral-gearing,) giving three revolutions of the fly wheel to one of the crank, and producing a sufficiently swift, strong and steady motion for any purpose to which such a machine can be applied in our profession.
The base from which the columns spring, is made hollow beneath, for the reception of slips of thick woollen cloth or gum-elastic, previously to securing it upon the table, for the purpose of breaking the vibration of sound, rendering the machine much stiller in motion than it would otherwise be. The rest for the hand is attached to the base, turning upon a center, and held in position by a binding-screw, nearer or farther from the running arbor, as the nature of the work may require.
Its advantages over a common lathe are?that while its compactness and beauty render it a perfectly appropriate article for the operating room, it will do all, in the mechanical department, which can be done by an ordinary lathe?occupying only a few square inches of space.
Having used it, both in my office and laboratory, I can speak confidently of the amount of work which it will perform. I Minutes of first day read and approved. The President announced the order of the day to be the reading and consideration of the report of the committee appointed at the fourth annual meeting of the Society, to report on the best mode of filling teeth. Dr. Jas. Taylor, from that committee, stated, that owing to the absence of two of its members, the committee had not been able to confer on the subject; but he had received from each of the absentees a communication, exhibiting their views, which he would read to the Society, in order to elicit discussion on this imporant point of practice. After reading and discussion, these papers were, upon motion, referred to the publishing committee, with instructions to publish an abstract of the same.
The committee to whom was referred the subject of altering or amending the present mode of publishing the Register, reported by recommending the continuance of its publication as at present conducted.
On motion, Resolved, That the Society do now go into an election of officers to serve for the coming year.
After balloting, the following gentlemen were declared duly elected: Jas. Taylor, President. John Allen, 1st Vice-president. Samuel Griffith, 2d Vice-preset 
